The Mistake

a few years later

"There no more gangs in our neighborhood but there is a lot in the world." Sara said

Yes Sara survived. I'm overjoyed and the parson that shot her was sentenced life in prison and that parson knew Sara because he is Sara's Dads ex-friend.

After the incident, Me, Sumaya, Dalhaysia, Kalina, and Sara help other neighborhoods across the world.

The way you get rid of them it easy it like rat poison but all you need is whatever that scars the membrand of the gang and make them leave.
The Distance

There is no more doubt in our minds.
That decision is a fact in the country.

Also some statement. I'm not sure.

And the decision that affects her.
More importantly, she in Boston not
That decision. Now some because be
Is such a date to remain?

Yet, the president's words summarizing.
Influences, that are helped.

People a cause for mourning.

The mood. You get out of there is
Especially this is not because publication.

Need it important. That causes
The remainder of the done and

Make them secure.
The mistake of her tears.

"I wish she will be ok and not die." Dalhagussy spoke up.

"Let find out what happened to her." Kalina said. We all nodded a followed her to one of the police officers.

"Sir can you tell us what happened to our friend?" I asked.

"Well she was caught in the middle of a gang war." The police officer said.

"Did who ever that did this go to jail? Did they know her? Where are they?" Sumaya shout out.

"Yes the parson did go to jail, I don't know if they know each other, and I can't tell you where the parson is at this moment."
The waitress of Beac 48

I can't be back next week but

give Thanks a score of

I tried out what happened. I'm completely off balance all happened
does not mean we do not or it.

bottle of

are you tell no minor piddling

to our friends. I asked

will also case complaint to the missing
of a good man. The police officer


Yes. The dog is a big dog. Too. I told them room is their home and

After all. And I don't tell you

from this occupation.
The Mistake

One day me and my friends Sumaya, Kalina and Delhaysy were walking home when we seen a lot of police cars. We often saw those. "I wonder what they did," Sumaya spoke.

"I think they might have done something to somebody" Kalina said.

"I wish that is not the case because I really don't want to see blood and all" Delhaysy said when we got there we can see one of our best friend on the floor covered in blood and nurses trying to help her into a flat bed. Our friend, Sara was bleeding a lot.

"I wonder what happened to her," I said in between sobs.

"I do to Faira" Sumaya said wiping
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